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FROM THE PREZ
For nearly a decade we have been lobbying council for a new clubhouse. After being shortlisted by council
for a few years, in 2014 and 2015 we finally got council to consult with us and even had plans drawn for a
new clubhouse and amenities block. Things were looking very promising… until the state government
announced plans for the light rail – then everything was placed on hold!
The first battle was to stop the proposed light rail route from dissecting Robin Thomas Reserve. Common
sense prevailed after we received much support from the local newspaper, The Advertiser, and local
politicians. Then throughout 2017 and 2018 we fought rigorously to change the new preferred light rail
route which now forms an “S” bend east out of Macquarie Street, north along Harris Street and then east
into George Street. Note that the light rail will actually take a 15 metre strip of land which will affect Robin
Thomas Reserve. We fought very hard and proposed a more sensible alternate solution; however our
opposition was disappointingly rejected.
I can now report that early works on the light rail that will affect our home ground will commence this
month. Sadly, three of the large fig trees that frame our park will be cut down along Harris Street.
I can report that the state government tried to win our support with talk of infrastructure works for our
ground, but all we have been promised is the same Council were going to give us four years ago – a new
club house and amenities block. We pushed for brighter park lighting to 100 Lux, thus allowing us to host
sanctioned night matches, as opposed to just better training brightness, but it has been dismissed. We
pushed for synthetic turf as our natural grass is being killed off very quickly due to over usage from multiple
school usage, the Parramatta CBD community and the booming local population, but it has been dismissed.
We asked for a larger amenities block, but it has been dismissed and finally we even asked for cricket nets
to accommodate our cricket loving community, and even this was rejected.
Whilst it will be wonderful to have a severely overdue new club house and amenities block which is
supposed to have work commence in September 2019, I truly feel with a few more dollars it could and
should be larger thus serving the needs of the ever increasing community. Rest assured we are continuing
to lobby and push council on this issue!
Aside from the cutting down of the trees, we will be affected in other ways. The two most adverse changes
will be, firstly, Robin Thomas Reserve will be narrowed by up to 15 metres. Secondly, the north (river) end
car park will be eventually closed and will not be allowed to park all of our cars there. This will be very
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problematic as I counted 103 cars in this space during the peak period last Saturday! Where will we all park
in the future? We have no real answer for this question at this stage.
As you can see from Parramatta Light Rail information sheet (see link below), there are local traffic changes
and as we receive regular updates, I will update you on how we are being affected and benefitted.
http://data.parramattalightrail.nsw.gov.au/s3fs-public/Enabling%20Works%20Construction%20Works%20%20Parramatta%20CBD%20May.pdf?RDPqM4VWQZo6MqE7lkbRlcw.MPaO3BJj

RESULTS FOR ROUND 4
Age Grp / Div
08 Koalas
08 Wombats
09 Dolphins
09 Koalas
09 Wombats
10 Dolphins
10 Koalas
10 Possums
11 Possums
13/Combined
14/3
15/Combined
U16/2
AAM/5 BLK
AAM/5 WHT

Home Team

Home Score

Away Score

1
2
3
0
0
2
2
0
1
1
3
4
4
1
3

0
3
1
2
3
1
7
10
4
1
6
0
1
2
0

Greystanes FC
Regents Park
Granville Waratah SFC
Granville Waratah SFC
Granville Waratah SFC
Granville Waratah SFC
Granville Waratah SFC
Granville Waratah SFC
Pendle Hill SC
Pendle Hill SC
Granville Waratah SFC
Granville Waratah SFC
Granville Waratah SFC
Granville Waratah SFC
Granville Waratah SFC

Away Team
Granville Waratah SFC
Granville Waratah SFC
Pendle Hill SC
Silverwater Flamingos
Newington Gunners BLK
Rydalmere FC
Lidcombe Waratah
Toongabbie Demons
Granville Waratah SFC
Granville Waratah SFC
Toongabbie Demons
Regents Park
Toongabbie Demons
Pendle Hill SC
Holroyd Rangers (forfeit)

MATCH REPORTS
It is our intention to feature in all newsletters, every match report we receive. Coaches, managers and
parents, please organise among you to ensure someone is selected to write a report of the match!
Please remember to caption who is who in any photos your team submits to be included in this
newsletter. Email reports and photos to: secretary@granvillewaratah.com.au
All previous newsletters are available from the club website here.
Please Note: The final score will only be shown for U8s and up. For 6s and 7s we don’t want to encourage
parents to focus on the score but how much fun and enjoyment their kids are having.
Each week we choose the best report to be the Featured Match Report, this week it goes to the Under 7
Possums for the model of how to report on a MiniRoos game. Thanks to Coach Michael for sending it in!
The Under 9 Wombats win the Photos of the Round. Great action shots!! Thanks to Coach Mike for
sending them in! Special mention to Under 7 Koalas WHT for great photos too!
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Under 7 Possums – Featured Match Report
It was a lovely day for soccer and the squad arrived full of energy and were all ready to go.
First up were Moksha, Yash, Farhan and Savya. The boys did a great job representing the club against
Wenty Waratah. They played with enthusiasm and showed just how much our efforts at training are
paying off on the field on game day.
Yash showed his skills with his weaving dribbles. Farhan was very brave in defence. Moksha is improving
his skills every week and Savya runs like the wind.
Next up was Ella, Rose, Nicholas and Aditya. Ella put in a strong defensive performance but more
importantly showed her technique with the ball at her feet. Aditya put in a typical high-energy
performance and led from the front. Good job Aditya!
Ella was our Player of the Match, congratulations Ella!
Rose was giving the opponents a hard time with those tackles and good passes while Nicholas showed he is
very brave playing with the older kids.
Tania and Rania again came on and, as always, played with a big smile and love playing the game. Good job
girls!
A special thank you to the parents for being actively involved and for contributing to a great game day!
Coach Michael
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Under 7 Koalas WHT
Our mid-week training session was easily the best one so far this season, so we arrived at our home ground
to take on Greystanes FC with enthusiasm and high expectations to put what we’d practiced into action.
The opening 5-10 minutes saw both teams enjoy
equal possession and field position as play flowed
back and forth to both ends of the pitch.
The score line initially reflected the even tussle
with one goal apiece, however Greystanes began
to create a few more shots on goal than us and,
combined with some lapses in defence, we soon
found ourselves 5-1 down at half-time.
Some good passing between players led to Sineth
getting his second goal for Granville early in the
second half to get us going again on the score
sheet. Added to this positive restart was some great
work at the back from Sushanth, Varish and
Tristan to keep us in the match and within reach
of our opponents.

Adriel and Sineth in action

However, unlike our last match against Holroyd,
where the longer the game went on the better we
played, this week we seemed to fade in the latter
part of the game as Greystanes ran away with a
convincing victory in the end.
Aryan, Liam, Adriel, Arav and Ashutosh all tried
Sushanth and Tristan defend their goal
hard to scramble for the ball and our Player of the
Week, Varish stood tall as he positioned himself well all game to repel
Greystanes with some effective clearing kicks out of the danger zone.
All in all it was a spirited performance from our team for little reward,
with the main difference between the two sides being Greystanes
accurate striking a good distance from the goal, complete with Christiano
Ronaldo like celebrations.
What is most pleasing for me as a coach is the commitment being shown
by each player and parent as we consistently record 100% attendance at
each training night and game day. I couldn’t ask for a greater level of
effort and support which is fostering a positive team spirit and a love for
soccer.
Well done Under 7 Koalas!
Coach Anthony
The Player of the Week is Varish!
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Under 8 Koalas
On Saturday in our match against Greystanes FC, the Koalas did a good job in difficult circumstances. It was
an early start and our first cold morning for the year. Without a proper half hour to warm up (Coach Paul
was late!), we were a little sleepy against a decent Greystanes opposition whose organisation probably
outweighed their talent. On paper we ought to have won the game but the long trek to the ground left a
few of us (Coach included - sorry guys) running late so we were rusty, disorganised and out of sorts.
We held it together though and toward the end of the game our talents were shining through. Troy and
Jahia both copped nasty knocks but jumped right back up again and played on with aplomb. Owen raced
around the field like a tiger and cleaned up a lot of the opposition’s charges.
Kaushik was excellent as usual but a little pensive in the forwards and Gabby was kept
under control by our opponents a bit too well.
Miles, Kalden, Keith and Ejaz did their level best in defence with some excellent
moments and Vivaan and Harmish (first game as goalkeeper Harmish - you did good mate) kept goals very
well. Rohan’s return from overseas also brought some much needed speed back to the team.
Overall we couldn’t make things work like we have been. Maybe we didn’t deserve to win but we also
didn’t deserve to be smashed so the result was probably right. We’ll be better against Greystanes next time
around.
Special mention goes to Jahia. We don’t have players of the match very often (it’s too hard to just pick one
excellent player!) but Jahia really out-did himself on Saturday. He was everywhere and every time he
touched the ball, he improved our position. And after a head knock and everything! Really well done mate.
Overall I’m happy with how the team played and we’re still improving. Well done guys! Every setback
teaches us something new and gives us a chance to do better next time. Full marks to all players. See you
at training!
Coach Paul
Final Score: 1 - 0 to Greystanes FC
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Under 8 Wombats
The 11th of May was a memorable day for the players and their parents as the mighty Under 8 Wombats
won their first match of the season when we played Regents Park on the weekend!
The first half started with Wombats dominating the Regents park
opposition. Our three forwards, comprising of Minu, Aaryan and
Arya, all demonstrated very good passing and long range shooting
with at least two direct shots heading straight for goal only to be well
saved by the Regents Park goalkeeper.
Francis played an excellent role as defender all throughout the match
and cleared the ball at least ten times or more. The Goalkeeper’s role
was well played by Varshith. Defenders were ably supported by Lexy,
Karim and Hanjie.
In the second half, the Wombats team started very well and Minu
scored two quick goals with some great passes from Aaryan and
Arya. However Regents Park team bounced back with 2 goals. In these tense moments - some very good
play of defence was exhibited by Max, Sai, Clara and Mustafe.
Finally after a lot of attempts, Minu scored the third and decisive goal against the Regents Park team. After
that, focus quickly turned to putting a strong defence before referee whistled close of game whistle.
In short, both teams played very well – Wombats have improved a lot from their very first match; however
they have a lot to learn and grow in the coming days and weeks.
Coach Himanshu
Final Score: 2 - 3 to Granville Waratah SFC
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Under 9 Dolphins
On the weekend we were home to Pendle Hill SC in our first ever match against them because in previous
seasons our age group was split into two clusters. Our opponents had lost all their matches this season to
date, so, with this in mind, I was determined to find a reserve goalie to fill in for Nathan who is really only
goalie because he’s quite good at the job but he prefers to play outfield. When none of the team
volunteered I resorted to drawing short straws, in this case short sticks, and it was our defensive enforcer
Ethan who drew the short stick and stood in goals for the second half.
The first half went according to plan with two well taken goals and none against. Ajiri scored yet again as
well did Ishan who is turning into quite the complete footballer – great in attack and defence. Troy was all
over the field putting in blocks and tackling where needed, while Joseph was finding himself in great
positions to be able to take shots at goal. But it’s the whole team that is growing in confidence: they know
what to do on the field; passing to team mates, closing down the opposition when they have the ball, and
not playing seagull soccer… well, not too much of it anyway!
The growing tally of assists for goals is the stat most pleasing for me to report. The number grows higher
with each game as the team is now more likely to score from team play rather than individual brilliance and
that is the secret to soccer, which is a team based sport after all. You don’t need a team of stars; you just
need a team, playing for each other.
The player who perfectly illustrates this fact is Anuj who came up with a great assist for the second game
running. I’ve decided to reserve an award each week for the Assist of the Game to encourage more of this
passing-the-ball-and-not-going-for-glory type of behaviour! I’ve also decided to back date this award to two
weeks ago so I hear-by declare that Anuj won this award for the last
two matches. Well done Anuj!
The second half looked unfamiliar as we were without Ethan in
defence and, despite the heroics of Harsh who did very well in a 3-on1 situation, Pendle Hill scored their only goal of the match when we
didn’t close down one of their counter attacks. To be fair it was a
banger of a goal but stopping the opposition from shooting is the
lesson to be learned here.
Ethan did very well for his first ever effort in goal, including a
wonderful point-blank-range stop to
preserve our lead. For this performance,
he won the Player of the Match award,
well done Ethan!
We secured the win when Lucas and
Nathan combined well for Lucas to
scramble the ball over the line (pictured
right) for a comfortable 3-1 victory.
Coach Andy
Final Score: 3 - 1 to Granville Waratah SFC
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Under 9 Wombats
After a fun game away at the Gunners last week, Coach Mike could be very happy to be able to run a
training session with a full squad. We had everyone on Wednesday evening and have gladly welcomed a
new signing Maahi.
The players’ attitude in training and supportive actions
of the parents let us believe that we would have a full
team on Saturday. Came game day, the players turned
up early all wearing the new training tops. They just
looked amazing.
They came as a team, warmed up by playing together,
and took the field to play against Newington Gunners
WHT fully organised. Substitutes were arranged for
every five minutes and no one felt left with not enough
playing time.
Naitik put the gloves on and became our absolute star
of a goalkeeper, saving our team from losing a goal on
many occasions. His coming out of goal, handling and
The players look amazing in their training shirts!
reflex were perfect not only on our level but for his age.
He can make a great goalie! Naitik and his dad wanted him to play field in the second half. So at half time
coach has asked who would like play in the goal. Matylda has already volunteered for three games in a row
and we had no other goalies. Then Rohan put his hand up! What a brave young man! Rohan has never
trained as a goalkeeper before and did a very good job, saving shots and catching the ball. Well done
Rohan!
Cassie has been serving the team with great passes, while
Rhithik was solid in midfield and had some top ball receiving
plays. Our new player Maahi has proven to be a good asset
to the team and it is not her first time playing football.
Matylda, our captain for the game, was a true warrior. She
was not giving up for a moment, chasing the opponents to
take the ball of them. She said after the game she gave it all
she had as the captain can’t fail the team!
Aarav was presented with Team Player of the Match award
for his dangerous runs and listening to instructions. Mali
earned the Most Improved Player award for making
tremendous progress with her soccer skills. Mali has not
only been our pillar in defence but has almost scored a goal
on the weekend.
Aarav is about to kick the ball into tomorrow!

Rutva has again proven that the good of the team is the
most important to him, when he got a little injured he had a little rest and asked to be put back on the pitch
to help his friends.
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We played an amazing game despite losing and it felt much better than any other game that we played so
far. We also did not have to borrow players! Yay!!
The pure football skills progress is clearly visible and the attitude is great. The players are starting to learn
to play soccer with each other and know each other. Matylda made great a captain’s motivational speech
before the game, which we all enjoyed and will implement for every game from now on. A new captain will
be chosen every Wednesday and will lead during the training as well as at the game.
The parents were great, helping the coach with
packing up the pitch after the game! Many thanks!
The support was loud and beautiful, and sometimes
very funny too. The opposition parents have
rewarded us with some nice comments that we are a
very nice group to play against. Likewise Newington,
we enjoyed hosting you.
One second last paragraph we would like to dedicate
to the only player missing that day, our most
dedicated, little gentleman Tanmay. We know how
Mali in full flight!
much you wanted to be with us and we know that
you were very ill, so we missed you and we want to dedicate this awesome atmosphere and good play to
you Tanmay!
We are away in Merrylands on the 18th on May at 10am. Meet up at 9:30am. It’s your coach’s Birthday, so
please all be there!
Coach Mike
Final Score: 0-3 to Newington Gunners BLK
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Under 10 Dolphins
My Left Boot - Wind. Wind. Win!
Home soil and the winds were blowing high. Rydalmere FC, angry-in-red – victory on their mind and on the
attack from the whistle. Some lovely early saves from Aryan for his first time in goals (where he played out
the whole game between the bars, with only one slipping by him the entire time – Rydalmere confused and
confounded with an unexpected play to score their one and only goal. This was in the second half).
An intense first half – an intense match throughout. Top level pressure from both sides. No-one wanting to
concede! It wasn’t until the end of the first half – the 20 minute mark – that the first goal of the match was
scored. An intricate plan and play from Frank and Angus that saw Frank expertly putting the ball into the
back of the net.
The second half continued tight and intense – and right on through to the end. Many a bit lip, chewed
fingernail, and yells from the sidelines! Both sides ultimately landed a goal each in the second half, making
the final score a 2 to 1 win
for Granville.
Our second goal made its
way in from a penalty shot
by Frank – one shoe on; one
shoe off. Throughout the
match young Frank had
Frank takes the penalty without his troublesome left boot
been experiencing
wardrobe malfunctions with the one boot – his left boot – that when it came time for his penalty shot at
goals, he left his left boot off. Whatever works best for you, young man!
Dhruv and Ethan putting in valiant efforts in attack. Noah chased down every ball and every player that
came his way. Sai is setting himself up as an all-time great stealth little tackling King. Saharsh ran his heart
out his entire time on field – where do the reserves of energy come
from?!?
Sarth helped us out of a number of close calls with his signature move of
‘always solid in defence’. Deon always laser focused in ensuring
possession of the ball always returns to our side!
Rayan – fearless and determined all throughout – making plays; making
tackles; putting his body on the line. A boy possessed! And our Player of
the Match!
Keep blowing strong Granville winds. Wind. Wind. Win!
Coach Steve
Coach’s Player of the Match: Rayan

Report by From the Sidelines
Player of the Match, Rayan

Final Score: a 2 - 1 to Granville Waratah
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Under 10 Possums
Our game against Toongabbie Demons was an
improvement to last week’s game as the team played
very well as a unit. I know for sure that with more
training and learning to play in position, the team will
get better.
Congratulations this week to Dhairya for saving some
goal and Leo for good defence work and for both being
Players of the Match.
Coach Cetin
Final Score: 0 - 10 to Toongabbie Demons
Dhairya (left) and Leo receive the Player of the Match award

Under 11 Possums
Our match on the weekend against Pendle Hill was quite remarkable if only for the fact it was
a great win by the mighty Under 11 Possums and our first win of the season!
The team started with conceding a goal in the first few minutes but it wasn’t too long before a
different story was being told with the team scoring four unanswered goals and securing the
team’s win. Antonio scored a hat trick of goals with his great pace and skill. Well done
Antonio!
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Meya was again outstanding in goal while Deshaun contributed well to a strong back defensive line with
Nilay, both displayed great strength is stopping the opposition attacks and were great support for the team.
Zack scored the team’s other goal with good control of ball. Nice work Zack!
Aneishah showed good passing and great endurance, running the whole time. Taaha had good pace, and
his passing was a strength of his game.
We saw Shrey with some good long kicks and passing, with Guled good in defence and support.
Shivvesh displayed good soccer tactics, communicated with the team well, and bagged an assist for one of
Antonio’s goals.
Aryan had a good all-round game, was good in support of the good team and, like Aneishah, didn’t stop
running all game.
Saksham was enthusiastic and a good team player while Parbhnoor helped out well with defensive duties
and displayed good endurance.
Many thanks to Coach Gerry for his time and support and providing lots of invaluable tips on strategy, ball
control and passing. Thanks also to the club committee and parents for your support!
Coach Kumar
Coach’s Player of the Match: Antonio & Deshaun (click here for a video of the trophy award presentation)

Final Score: 1 - 4 to Granville Waratah SFC

Under 16 Div. 2
Our season is looking bright after our weekend match against Toongabbie Demons where our players all
put in a performance that was full of great character. In an amazing game to watch we ran out winners four
goals to one but what was most pleasing was how the team entire team played.
Our Player of the Match was our goalkeeper Jeyanath, recently converted from an outfield player. Since he
has started playing as goalkeeper, Jeyanath has been doing very well and we hope to see many clean sheets
in the matches ahead.
Coach Stephen
Final Score: 4 - 1 to Granville Waratah SFC
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Under 15/Combined
In our game against Regents Park we looked very comfortable and indeed very impressive from the start.
The team got into the groove very early and we strung together some very good triangular movements on
both sides of the park, culminating with Moey crossing from the left and Hesam from the right.
The first goal was the perfect cross from Hesam that found the head of Ahmed in front of the goal mouth at
point blank range, 1-0, beautiful soccer football!
We continued to apply attractive football using simple CPR – Control Pass Run – Simple, yet very effective.
Braha was having a strong game in the centre, really understanding the centre midfield role. We controlled
and dominated the game and before too long little Aaryan scored a goal and then Ahmed another. But we
did miss far too many chances too.
The second half was not as attractive as we lost our shape a bit but Ahmed managed to score another goal
to give him his third hat trick for the year but Player of the Match went to Braha, especially for his half
performance. Credit goes to our fullbacks and goal keeper for keeping another clean sheet!
After this comfortable win we enjoyed singing the team Victory Song!
Coach Noel
Final Score: 4 - 0 to Granville Waratah SFC
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TEN QUESTIONS
For every issue of Free Kick we select a member of the club and ask him or her 10 questions so that we can
get to know this person!
This week we have selected Noel Dona.
Noel has been with our club since 1999 and has been our club President since 2000. He joined our club to
first coach his 12 year old son and has also coached his two daughters too. Although his youngest daughter
stopped playing two years ago, he continues to coach her old team, now the under 15’s div 2 team
(currently sitting top of the ladder) and also coaches the All Age Div 5 WHT team, which was his first
daughter’s under 6 team back in 2005.
This week he takes on the 10 questions challenge!

1. Favourite A-League player?
Western Sydney Wanderers’ Shinji Ono from 2012
2. Favourite breakfast cereal?
Corn flakes with warm milk, especially in winter
3. Indian cuisine – Butter chicken or Rogan Josh?
Very hot Rogan Josh! YES!
4. MacDonalds or KFC?
BIG Mac is just the best, especially when they were bigger
5. Your favourite superhero?
Always loved how Spiderman can shoot webs!
6. If you were an animal what would you be?
I love the Aye Aye from Madagascar. They are ugly but beautiful
7. Favourite song on the radio right now?
The Killers. Their best son: All The Things I’ve Done!
8. If you could have dinner with anyone in the world, who would it be with?
The 12 Apostles
9. If you had a time machine, when and where would you go?
Dallas, 22 November 1963 and see if I can find out who (else) killed JFK
10. If you had only 24 hours to live, what would you do?
Repent
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